
GREEN MACHINE JUST GOT SUPREME!

EXPAND THE REELS WITH                 -
SPIN-CREASE YOUR PAYOUTS, HIT THE JACKPOT SYMBOLS,

SPIN THE REWARDS WHEEL AND PLAY FREE SPINS
IN THIS MONEY MAKING GREEN MACHINE!

PLAY NOW

https://www.high5games.com/games/game/green-machine-supreme


TECHNICAL INFO
Launch date: 14th September 2022

GAME NAME GREEN MACHINE SUPREME GAME ID 3690

RTP 90.0 - 96.9% REEL TYPE SPINNING REELS

MAX PAYOUT 1,264x MATRIX 5X5 / 8X5

VOLATILITY MEDIUM WYSIWYG 25 / 40  WYSIWYG

HIT FREQUENCY 31% MIN. BET 0.20

Features

WYSIWYG Payouts are displayed on winning symbols.

SPIN-CREASE Increase symbols value by collecting points.

PERSISTENT STATE User progress is saved.

RETRIGGERABLE
FREE GAMES

1 or more 3 or 5 Free spin symbols grant the total sum as free spins. A non defined
number of free spins can be retriggered by landing 1, 3 or 5 free spins symbols.

POWER BET Buy a reels expansion to 5x6, 5x7 and 5x8 matrix.

REWARDS WHEEL Wheel symbols reward 1 spin in the rewards wheel for each symbol landed.

Min. Devices

ANDROID IOS

X SAMSUNG GALAXY
NOTE 8 8.0.0 X IPHONE X 12.1

X NEXUS 9 7.1.1 IPAD 5TH GEN 12.1

SAMSUNG GALAXY TAP
A 10” 7 IPHONE X 11.2.5

X SAMSUNG GALAXY S6 6 MIN DEVICE/OS X IPAD AIR 2 11.3.1

IPHONE 6S 11 MIN OS

Downloads
Game assets | Certifications
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Markets
UK | Gibraltar | Malta | Sweden | Denmark | New Jersey | .COM markets

Languages

Bulgaria (bg), Czech (cs), Danish (da), German (de), Greek (el), English (en_gb), English (en_us), Spanish (es_ar),

Finnish (fi), French (fr), Italian (it), Japanese (ja), Korean (ko), Dutch (nl), Norwegian (no), Polish (pl), Portuguese (pt_pt),

Portuguese (pt_BR), Romanian (ro), Russian (ru), Slovak (sk), Turkish (TR), Swedish (sv), Traditional Chinese (zh-hk)

In-Game Promotions
Free Bets, 3x Payouts, Feature Boost, Feature Boost Free Bets, Super Boost, Super Boost Free Bets

High 5 Games Promotions
High 5 Games offers a collection of ready-to-go (no

integration needed)  in-game promos that can be

customized to suit your casino players: 2x/3x Payouts,

Feature boosts, Super boosts, Free bets, and more!

All promotions can be tailored to your needs, from cost to

number of spins granted, as segmentation and other

parameters.

We also offer Rapid Rewards, a ready-to-go Network

Promotion that runs biweekly with a $ 50,000 prize pool.

Get in touch to know more:
b2baccounts@high5games.com
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ABOUT GREEN MACHINE SUPREME
Behold one the most feature-heavy games from High 5 Games! The next chapter in the Green

machine series comes in Supreme mode, packed with a ton of excitement and many ways to win!

Featuring Spin-crease WYSIWYG symbols that grow their value as you play and pay the amount displayed in

them. Land Jackpot symbols during base game to win up to 1,000x the bet, or try your luck in the rewards

wheel when you land a wheel symbol. You get as many wheel spins as symbols you land!

Free spins symbols can grant 3 or 5 free spins per symbol landed, and even better, free spins are

retriggerable! As many as you can collect!

The Power Bet feature lets you buy an amount of spins in which the reels are progressively expanded from 5x5

to 5x8, adding a total of 15 new slots where symbols can land. Power bet increases the chances of winning!

Land free spin symbols on a Power Bet layout and play the free spins in the same layout with up 40

WYSIWYG slots!

Take a break at anytime and come back to play where you left as user progress is saved.
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FEATURES

WYSIWYG & SPIN-CREASE
Winning comes from landing symbols that display the payout value. The symbols values are determined by the

Spin-crease points achieved. The more you play, the more the symbols value grow, and the higher the bet, the

quicker this happens.

POWER BET
During base game, users can buy 15, 30 or 45 Power bet spins, that expand the reels by 1 row each 5, 10 and

15 spins respectively according to the amount of spins bought, and grows the matrix from 5x5 to 5x8 rows.

The Power Bet buying prize depends on the bet level. Winning chances are therefore increased. If free spins

are won during Power Bet, those spins will play in the layout where those symbols landed: can be at 5x6, 5x7

or 5x8!
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REWARDS WHEEL
During base game, wheel symbols can appear. Each

symbol grants 1 spin at the rewards wheel, and users

can land more than 1 symbol. The wheel rewards are

guaranteed and depend on the base game symbols

values (spin-crease tiers).

JACKPOT SYMBOLS
During base game, jackpot symbols can appear.

There are 5 different jackpots symbols which award:

20x, 40x, 200x, 400x and 1,000x the bet.

RETRIGGERABLE FREE SPINS
1 or more 3 or 5 free spins symbols landing on the base game grant the sum as free spins. During free spins,

more free spins symbols can land, ranging from 1, 3 or 5 free spins, which are added to the bonus round. Free

spins triggered on Power Bet play in the same reels layout as the triggering layout: up to 5x8 reels!
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Get in touch:
b2baccounts@high5games.com


